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Abstract 
The focus of the current report is the operations management of John Smith’s Bookshop, 
a specialist retailer in higher education, University of Sussex. John Smith’s Bookshop 
locates in the library of campus with a partnership, a wide range of titles on all courses 
have given by the university (John Smith’s, 2014). Report on operation management 
research for John Smith’s Bookshop provides a reference in developing business 
operation for small and medium retailer. The tools such as performance objective, 4V’s, 
are used to analysis how the store run management in daily operations. All the Data 
collection on this report comes from the filed visit of the student book store and the 
interview with John Smith’s Bookshop Manager. Basing on the key findings and pain 
points of the book shop daily process, there are several suggestions with included 
implementation plan could help the book store to create long-term and short-term plan 
on operation management. 
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1. Introduction 

Current report aims at exploring and analyse how John Smith’s bookshop manage the resources 
to help to deliver products and services to customers. What challenges faced by the shop 
currently with some suggestions will be discussed. The structure of this paper is consisted of 5 
chapters: key observations, analysis of the operations performance, capacity management, 
recommendations with future planning.  

1.1. Key findings: 
1) Store is usually restocked every day and replenish best-selling items first. 
2) Do not employing university students currently. 
3) Three to four people work at a time. 
4) Different to most of the bookshop in Brighton with the placement of half price and best-
selling books first and then stationery, they display stationery in the entry place. 
5) Giving feedback to the suppliers first when a late shipment happens. 
6) Some of books are sold in the ground. 
7) Do not selling e-books or used books. 

1.2. What challenges are the manager facing could be concluded in three main 
points: 

1) Not enough stock space.  
2) Running a management in stock when over time delivery from suppliers 
3) Bookshop locates in an inconspicuous corner of the library and not allow to advertise the 
store in library. 
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This paper chooses daily operations in physical store as study object. John Smith’s student store 
are focusing on the convenience items that students need in their study life. Stationery and a 
wide range of course books are the main customized product for university students they sell 
in multi-channel, both online and physical store. Comparing to the prices of second-hand books 
and e-books in book market, the higher level of prices given by the retailer who sell new books 
probably create a reliable and high-quality products and services position to customers. The 
location of this shop also need to be considered, library seems like a huge warehouse used to 
remain and manage numerous books, which is free for borrowing. In addition, they promise to 
sell most of the books at low possible price as Amazon with the aim of the best price for students 
(John Smith’s, 2014). The factors of book market and location are possible to affect the store in 
customer service level, the variety of popular text-books, reorder time, promotion strategies 
and store layout.  

2. Key Observations 

The main operations in shop are around stock management, replenishment, and in store 
services. There is a constraint in the information shared by manager therefore the research 
results will not cover every detail. 

2.1. Working hours and service processing time 
Opening hours: Mon-Fri: 9.00am - 5.30pm 
 

Table 1: Processing Timetable 
Average results Peak (12:00am-2:00pm, 4:00pm-5:20) Off-peak 

Waiting time to be served at reception/ one customer 1 minute 71 seconds 41 seconds 

Processing time to at reception/ one customer 1 minutes 9 seconds 
1minutes 

22 seconds 

 
When the queue of customers is being longer, the service time in reception will be shorter than 
before. The results in the table were collected through using the method of a random sampling 
of segment time with errors, the time of some customers ask questions from staff was included.  

2.2. Product 
Customized textbook in a range of courses offered by university is produced for students. They 
also provide a range of IT equipment, stationery, art materials and other convenience items 
such as fashionable backpack. Only new books for sale both online and offline, their prices 
always get close to Amazon matched prices (John Smith’s, 2014). Each online order in basket is 
returnable, user need to pay for the postage cost but not including the situation of the errors by 
the shop (John Smith’s, 2017).  

2.3. Customer experiences 
Normal questions asked by customers relate to finding the books which are not in store. In this 
situation, staff will help customers check in bookshelves and stock then check in online 
bookshop or Amazon if the books are not in store with patience and high-quality service in the 
whole process. In addition, the website created by John Smith’s joined the system of Sussex 
online service.  

2.4. Books management 
Books management seems to be the main process what the staff do in a bookshop over the 
observation of the store, the jobs for workers are not just selling items in store.  There is a 
process undertaken by staff of ordering and processing books. When the books arrive, the 
process they experience would be unpacking, logging, checking against a purchase order and 
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placing to the shelves. In the next step, each payment information of one sale will be recorded 
after once bought by a consumer and staff might reorder a new book. These jobs are finished 
by 3 to 4 members from Monday to Friday, store closes on weekend and no employment part-
time job currently. In general, staff restock every day and reorder popular books first than 
others. Manager will send feedback to suppliers in time when if over the original lead time. 
Some books are sold on the ground in a higher volume than other books. Furthermore, both 
website and physical store do not provide e-books or second-hand books.  

2.5. Other findings 
Most of the bookshops in Brighton display the books in discount and popular books in entrance 
place, while this bookshop places stationery and Sussex logo items first and then bookshelves 
usually. The discount books which were relocated in the entrance of the store on Black Friday, 
discount table are not displayed at the entrance in common. Basing on the information given 
by the manager, these sections change in different periods. The last finding is around the 
reception area. Reception area big enough for employees doing unpack and keeping packages. 
There are 4 computers in desktop, while usually two computers used for customer payment 
services. In common, there will be one of the staff walks around the store who might be going 
to answer the questions by customers, two of the staff stay in reception and the other one 
checks and moves items between stockroom and reception. All staff do more than one jobs that 
the daily operations of the store needs.   

3. Statement and Analysis 

The main problems of the store during present operations management could be summarized 
in limited space in stockroom, lead time in supply chain, and inconspicuous location. 4V’s which 
represent volume, variety, variation and visibility could be used to conceptualise operations.  

3.1. Four V’s 

 
Frigure 1: 4V‘s 

3.1.1. Volume 
Each kind of the product in store is not in a high volume. It might be affected by the size of the 
shop, and a factor of not in standardization product or service also be considered. 
Product: Under a great cooperative relationship with the university, a rang of all title of course 
provided by university.  
3.1.2. Variety 
The variety of products and services the store is offering are probably in a high level. When the 
volume factor is low in a business, it always operates with a higher variety than volume (Paton, 
S.; B. Clegg; J. Hsuan and A. Pilkington, 2011). More than books, they also sell plenty of IT 
equipment, art materials, stationary and convenience items. People works in store  
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3.1.3. Variation in demand 
Variation in demand is high, new terms beginning and holiday are affect the demand a lot, 
because the target group are students. Moreover, promotion activities in special occasions as 
what the manager said, “these sections are periodically” would create varying price which 
influences demand uncertainty easily.   
3.1.4. Visibility 
It is very easy and clear to view the layout of the bookshop and the service process, different to 
the situation of restaurants which are not open for customers normally. However, the 
stockroom will not display to the customer, that would be the reason why the visibility is not 
the highest in 4V’s. 

3.2. Performance Objective 
The next section, performance objective which could be utilized to refer to plan the 
management of the service shop——John Smith’s and generate a clear goal for the future. There 
are five factors of performance objective such as cost, dependability, quality, flexibility and 
speed will be analysed below with a radar chart.  
Offering higher customer value seems to be the key section of performance objective. 
Customer value could be illustrated by a simple formula, Customer value=Performance – Cost 
(Paton, a, et. al, 2011). Customer value is affected by to five services from service shop: right 
quality, fast speed, dependability (on time delivery), flexibility (able to change) and productive 
cost (Paton, a, et. al, 2011). 
 

Table 2: Performance Objective for John Smith 

Cost: 
medium 

Comparing to the prices of e-text-book and second-hand course books, new text-books always 
sell with higher cost. Customer might not require an impossible low price for the course books. 
Basing on the research in bookshop, high cost for the text-books and the prices they offer now 

which are very close to the prices given by Amazon of same product. It increases the expect from 
students, that might be the main reason why the cost gets a medium level rather than low 

Speed: 
high 

When manager want to keep or improve the results of customer value, high cost might mean 
faster service speed. The store located in library, it probably exists a great chance of a numbers of 

student customers. Further, the store is doing a business in a small size area, the service speed 
that customers expect in would be very fast. 

Quality: 
high 

Most of the course books are sold in high price with high cost, the store also provides high quality 
product and services to the customers. The pressure form library which is free for borrowing 

motivates the management of in store services. 

Flexibility: 
medium 

high 

This bookshop is not doing a standardization process, which means they are available to extend 
their ability in “flexible”. As a service shop, John Smith’s has multi-channel include online and 
offline methods, comparing to traditional bookshop, John Smith’s not just selling books and 

stationery. It is available to find other customized products in their student store, such as art 
materials and popular backpack. 

Dependab
ility: high 

John Smith’s is doing the service of, free collection point for the customers who do the shopping 
on their online shop. On time delivery seems to be very important. 

 

3.3. Input-transformation-output 
 

Table 3:Input-Transaction-Output 
Input Transformation Process Output 

Transforming resources: 
Equipment, staff 

Transformed resources: 
Shoppers, stock of goods, packaging, technology 

involves book searching system. 

Promote 
Check stock 
Replenish 

Check if books in store or bookshop website. 
Package items 

Satisfied customers 
get items and enjoy 
the services when 
ask help from staff 
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3.4. Process mapping and Layout 
3.4.1. Processing design 
A flow chart which is based on the books management information as key observation showed 
will be displayed below. There is a process of ordering and managing new books that one of the 
main job for bookshop staff do. 
 

 
Figure 2: Process Mapping for Daily Operating in John Smith‘s 
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Figure 3: Book Shop Layout 

3.4.2. Layout 
A foundational layout is used by the store with distributed area design. The chart above shows 
the layout of the shop in a specific discount occasion, Black Friday. Normally, the bookshelf 
which locates in entrance is not displayed in same place usually. It seems depending on the 
promotion strategies of this business. The reason why set up stationery into the entrance place 
first than the bookshelves, a possibility could be explained to most of the students (target group) 
in the library they probably look for stationery first. The label of “books without bookshelf” 
means the books are displayed on the ground. Covering an area of approximately 192 square 
metres do not include stock space might limit the ability of keeping shelves. The layout was not 
set up by current manager, hence the explanations above still being the assumptions without 
support. 

3.5. Service Concept 
Different to the aim at processing design showed in last chapter, the simple service concept 
table is used to illustrate from operations to customer value: what services and products will 
be provided to customers, and how they impact the emotion, benefits, judgements of the 
customers. 
 

Table 4: Service Concept 
The better outcome 

Service Experience: 
High quality service at medium speed (1 minute 15 

seconds) in reception; 
Always short queue of customers; 

Quick and easy to collect the items which are 
bought from their website in store; 

Limited variety books in store, but most of books 
are available to find in their online shop; 
Bookshelves area are quiet for reading. 

A wide range of stationery, and convenience items. 

Service Outcome: 
An important course book; 

A nice reading time; 
Getting necessary items in a short time and short 
distance (for example, no need to walk far away 

from library to get pens and notebooks) 

Service Operations: 
Limited area for bookshop; 

Only working days on service; 
2 to 3 lines for payment. 

Service Value: 
Reasonable price for new text-books (sometimes 

lower than Amazon) and other products; 
Free collecting point for their online shoppers. 
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3.6. Capacity Management 
Running a management on capacity influences the whole process of operations (Paton, a, et. al, 
2011). The discussions of capacity management aim at reconciling supply and demand. It is 
easy to create uncertainty demand since the periodical promotion set by current manager, lead 
time problem as the statement also affect the balance of supply and demand. 
Measuring capacity depend on two units input and output (Paton, a, et. al, 2011). The input 
section includes the variety of books and other products, and the service of click & collect in 
store. 
According to the simple formula for capacity (Paton, a, et. al, 2011), 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

 

   
, the capacity result of current store can be calculated in 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

(     ×    ×    )×

   
≈ 1647. As observations show there 

are 7 and a half hours or 27,000 seconds in the day which are available for working with 
included 1 hour break. The store does not open during the weekend, this leaves 5 days available 
in the week. Further, using the current numbers recorded in findings which are the results of 
the time that each client use in reception will gain an average result 75 seconds per client over 
peak and off-peak time. As the output measures of capacity number of customers can be 
expressed as around 1647 per week. The simplified measure above exist weakness, such as staff 
might have time off sick situation and imprecise data of time record with a utilization of 
sampling survey research method.  
Level capacity and demand management: promoting off-peak demand, using part-time staff 
such as university students to meet predictable short-term demand fluctuations, with 
disadvantage, it is possible to increase fixed cost. Increasing off-peak demand would be 
considered after developing the advertisement which is the first step to attract more customers. 

4. Conclusion 

Operation Management plays an important role in innovation thinking and creating the 
strategic business management. Operational process on campus book store might be a valuable 
sample when people doing a research and need a reference how a common bookshop running 
the business.  In addition, the report finds out some familiar pain points while the bookshop 
staff and manager manage daily operation, such as staff working process; customer experience 
in purchasing; online and off-line channel, and inventory management within unstable demand 
in peak season or not. Basing on the interview and store visiting note, this paper analyses the 
current operation management and shortages of the object of study. This is helping to find the 
solutions for what the bookshop customer really need in decision making when they choose a 
product, and how would the manager provide right value-added services. 

5. Recommendations 

Students are the main customer groups for the store, therefore a higher flexibility of change 
would be need for young people. Furthermore, most of the students prefer to choose lower 
price products, the store may need to offer low price books in other types. 

5.1. Short-term plan, shifting the attention from physical store to e-commerce 
and increasing capacity level 

Increasing the number of customers in Sussex is possible through maximizing utilization of the 
media such as Instagram and Facebook. The main process would be encouraging students to 
share the post which is relative to the bookshop such as a great deal for students in bookshop 
this week. This is aim at improving the concentration and focus of new customers.  
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Selling used books and e-books in online shop might increase the competition. 
Employing university students to do the part-time job probably in predictable short-term 
demand fluctuations which are created by promotion  

5.2. Long-term project 
Moving current location obtain bigger stock and do advertisement easily without the limitation 
of the policy of university. 
As a multiple shop, John Smith’s could create a new project for Omni-channel retail after 
considering the customer value, and what might be the customers expect for in the future. They 
are now already done a multi-channel with the operations of online and offline, while Omni-
channel method focuses more on customer experience. It is more convenience for consumers 
to experience service and  

5.3. Implementation Plan 
 

Table 5: Recommendation 

Recommendation Resources needed 
Time to 

Implement Benefits Weakness 

Maximizing the 
using of media Student union 1 day Increasing the focus 

by new customers Higher cost 

Selling e-books and 
second-hand books 

e-books and 
second-hand books 
suppliers, and cost 

1 month 
Better sale and more 

customers 

Bigger pressure in 
the sale of new text-

books 

Using part-time 
staff 

University 
students, and cost 3weeks 

Treating predictable 
short-term demand 

vary 
Higher cost 

Changing the 
current location 

Cost, real estate 
company, 

staff 
1 year 

Wider area for 
stockroom and 

easier advertising for 
shop 

High cost, 
Losing old 
customers 

Using 
Omni-channel 

retail 

Cost, might need 
outsourcing, 

staff 
1 year More customers, 

popularity 

High cost, 
Internal information 

share with other 
company 
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